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Abstract
When designing a tax system, governments determine tax bases and tax rates,
yet most research in public economics focuses on the tax rate. Using border pair
identification and the Kilts Nielsen Retail Scanner data set, I estimate the effect of
both changing the rate at which food is taxed and the choice to include food in the
retail sales tax base. Overall, I find that reductions in the food tax rate modestly
increase the sale of food: a 1 percentage point increase in the gross tax rate on food
reduces sales by 0.8 percent in my primary specification. Then using a generalized
difference-in-difference specification, I find some, but mixed, evidence that the removal
of food from the tax base has any additional effects on the sale of food except via the
rate reduction. These results suggest that consumers might treat the change in the tax
base as an equivalent rate reduction.
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Introduction
Tax systems face the important question of what compose the tax base and what should

be excluded. For the income tax, many countries exclude imputed rent from taxable income,
in the United States, some states and municipalities differ on whether to include services
in the general sales tax base. Perhaps the most studied phenomena in the United States,
before South Dakota v. Wayfair, goods purchased online were excluded from the tax base if
the online retailer did not have physical nexus in the destination state. The policy rationale
of these differences in the tax base can range from encouraging home ownership to reducing
administrative burdens for firms. When governments decide on the tax base Yitzhaki (1979)
describes the optimal tax base as a trade off between the benefit of expanding the tax base
with the administrative costs of adding another good to the tax base, which can justify a more
narrow base if the good or service is costly to administer. However, while the theoretical tax
literature suggests that the choice of tax base, and the consumption tax base in particular,
is important, little empirical work examines specific changes in the consumption tax base
and how consumers and firms respond to said changes.
Better understanding the efficiency consequences of changes in the tax base are important for state and local tax systems as the sales tax base has become increasingly narrow.
Consumer preferences and administrative costs have changed substantially in the last 40
years. This is largely driven by the shift from the consumption of goods to the consumption
of services, which many states still exclude from their tax base, and also by the increasing
use of digital services. In contrast, the consumption tax base has largely been static. While
some states have expanded their tax base by choosing to tax limited services in response to
gradual base erosion,1 most have instead chosen to increase rates on an increasingly narrow
base. This is despite that optimal tax rules suggest that as the substitution between the untaxed sector (services/digital services) and the tax base (goods) increases, the excess burden
increases.
The choice of tax base can also be used as a way to make the tax system less regressive,
although at a cost to efficiency, which is a frequent occurence for consumption taxes. In
the United Kingdom, the VAT system has a zero rating for unprepared food, books, and
children’s clothing primarily as a way to make these goods more accessible to lower income
1
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households.2 In the United States, because consumption taxes are almost entirely decentralized, states vary greatly in what they choose to exempt. The most common exemptions
for equity concerns are drugs (both prescription and nonprescription), unprepared food, and
clothing all of which constitute larger budget shares for lower income or more needy households. However well intended these exemptions are, efficiency costs make it unlikely for the
tax base the best place to address these issues and other forms of redistribution are more
effective (Mirrlees et al., 2011). However due to the perception of being overly regressive,
reforms to expand the tax base to include these goods are politically challenging.
In order to better understand the effects of changing the tax base, I look at the removal
of grocery taxes in South Carolina and West Virginia. The reasons for this are twofold, the
first is that food expenditures represent large budget shares for households and therefore
would be a meaningful change for most individuals and the second is that data on food
sales is readily available. I utilize the Nielsen Retail Scanner data that reports recorded
sales for over 3 million UPCs in over 40,000 retailers in the United States. This dataset also
contains detailed geographic information in regards to retailer location including 3 digit zip
code and county. I then use the variation across time and across states from changes in the
tax rate and the inclusion of food in the tax base. Using this variation, I follow a similar
identification as Fetter and Lockwood (2018)3 and use state border pair identification based
on retailers locating in state border counties. This method can be viewed as a generalized
case study analysis of each state border pair, which directly controls for any unobserved
changes within that border area. I also use this method in a dynamic setting to estimate the
effect of changes in the tax rate in a distributed lag model (Fuest et al., 2018; SuárezSerrato
and Zidar, 2016).
The use of borders to examine policy differences goes back to Card and Krueger (1994),
who use the border between New Jersey and Pennsylvania as a case study analysis of the
effects of the minimum wage on employment. The idea of comparing geographically similar
areas for labor market outcomes was generalized further in Dube et al. (2010), where they
use county pairs to examine the effect of minimum wage on employment and earnings and
find that failing to account for spatial heterogeneity leads to biased estimates of the effect
of the minimum wage on employment. In other studies, border policy differences have been
used to examine firm location (Holmes, 1998; Rohlin et al., 2014), tax competition (Agrawal,
2015), and old age insurance (Fetter and Lockwood, 2018). I extend these applications to
2
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the rate at which food is taxed and the inclusion of food in the tax base. This is particularly
useful in this application as demand for unprepared food may differ across local areas and
confining it to border areas at least crudely controls for localized differences in preferences,
prices, and local economic conditions. It also seems unlikely that state policies would directly
influence the sale of unprepared food outside of the food tax rate, outside of small exemptions
generally targeted towards soda or candy.4
Using the variation in food tax rates, I find evidence that the elasticity of sales revenue
with respect to the food gross tax price is less than one for retailers that primarily sell food
using state border pairs. This is around half the size of traditional panel methods suggest.
Even with alternative specifications the elasticity is still below the level found with simple
panel models. The effects are also smaller than results found in other studies that examine
sales differences at borders (Knight and Schiff, 2012; Fox, 1986; Baggio et al., 2020). While
these results do suggest that consumers respond as expected to changes in the tax rate of
food, the results suggest that increasing the tax rate on food would be an effective way to
increase revenue. In addition, for the distributed lag model, I find results that are largely
consistent with the panel estimates looking at when the tax change becomes the statutory
rate and when the tax change is announced. When examining the removal of food from the
tax base I find mixed evidence on the effects of the removal. When examining each removal
individually, it appears that West Virginia did see a significant increase in retailers that
primarily sell food. Because there is no definitive effect of the choice of tax base and the
rate elasticities are small this suggests that the efficiency costs of the zero rating of food is
potentially high, but because there are significant equity concerns and political obstacles, it
is not definitive whether this reform can be viewed as welfare improving.
Given that the analysis is of border areas, it is likely where we would expect the effects of
any consumption tax to be the largest. This is because the effect likely consists of two distinct
effects, a demand effect from the relative price change and any shift in cross border shopping.
While the two effects are not uniquely identified, both effects represent real responses and
are important for tax revenue purposes in these areas. While for the interior counties, these
estimates represent the upper bound on any demand effect as cross border shopping is close
to zero. In addition, the elasticity inclusive of the cross border and demand effect is the
policy relevant elasticity for border areas (Devereux et al., 2007). Given the elasticities are
small relative to previous literature, this upper bound would be suggestive of a relatively
high efficiency cost of food taxation. When one examines changing the base to exclude food
4
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taxes, there does not seem to be a definitive effect of removal giving further evidence of
efficiency costs associated with base rules. Because the base changes are only targeted at
food, any general equilibrium effects of a simultaneous tax change on other goods are not
present and thus may be different from changes in rates. While I do not find evidence that
this is the case, the lack of any clear effect is consistent with Mirrlees et al. (2011) and food
exemptions appear to have measurable efficiency costs.
While the food tax itself is controversial, other base broadening measures are decidedly
less so. There is no clear reason why barber services are untaxed in many states while razors
and shaving cream remain taxed when the same service is ultimately provided. Understanding the efficiency consequences of these exemptions is important, as traditional brick and
mortar retailers have struggled from both e-commerce and the overall economy wide consumption shift from goods to services, which absent the preferential tax treatment, may have
been less pronounced. This paper suggests that these efficiency costs are potentially large
and governments while well intentioned, may be using a less than ideal policy measure by
choosing to continue to shift the tax burden burden to the ever narrower existing tax base.

2

Institutional Details
In general, the taxation of food is a controversial policy for states to adopt. This is

due to concerns about the progressivity of the tax, as it is thought to disproportionately
hurt low to moderate income households where food constitutes a larger budget share. In
contrast, traditional economic theory would suggest that optimal tax systems would consist
of a broad base with lower rates (Kopczuk, 2005)5 . Recently, several states have sought to
include or expand the taxation of groceries including New Mexico, Connecticut, Utah, and
South Carolina6 tax while other states have tried to create constitutional protections against
such taxes (Oregon and Washington). This also is a question for the vast majority of coutries
with value added taxes (VAT), as many choose to zero rate or exempt food from the VAT
base.
The primary concern around the adoption of food taxes is focused about concerns around
equity. Retail sales taxes are thought to disproportionately impact lower income households
as consumption makes up a larger portion of income than higher income households (Slemrod,
5
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2006). This is even more so the case with taxation on food, as expenditure on food as a
fraction of income in 2015 is almost 40 percent higher for households at the bottom 20 percent
of the income distribution compared to those households at the top 20 percent (BEA, 2015).
In addition, food taxes are often highest in states that already have relatively high shares of
households in poverty, which amplifies concerns about fairness (Newman et al., 2011). Food
taxes have also been linked to substitution between food at home and food away from home
by lower income households (Dong et al., 2020). This is viewed negatively because food
away from home is generally regarded as more calorically dense and less healthy than food
prepared at home (Mancino et al., 2009) and have been linked to childhood obesity (Taveras
et al., 2005; Gillis and Bar-Or, 2003). Given the long term negative consequences of poor
diet and obesity, health mechanisms may play a meaningful role in asessing the efficiency of
food taxes although that is outside the scope of this paper.
Currently, 36 states and the District of Columbia tax food at some capacity, with a
majority of these states choosing to tax soda or candy to discourage consumption (Cornelsen
et al., 2014). Narrowing down the scope to those that tax groceries specifically, figure 1 shows
the distribution of food specific taxes in the United States in the first quarter of 2006 and
2017. State food taxes are more common in the southern and central portions of the US as
zero states on both the west coast and the north east include food in the tax base.7 Rates
vary from a low of one percent in Illinois to a high of seven percent in Mississippi. The
most notable difference between 2017 and 2006 is the exclusion of two states that previously
taxed food at a higher level in South Carolina and West Virginia. The other small, but
noticeable difference is the general decline in the rate of the food tax. While exceptions exist
like Kansas and South Dakota, most states reduced their tax rate on food in the sample
period and some by substantial amounts.8
Specific studies regarding food taxes are fairly rare. Empirical work in the US is primarily
focused around corrective taxes on unhealthy food such as soda or snack food (Cawley and
Frisvold, 2017; Fletcher et al., 2010). There are some case studies on food taxes in West
Virginia, which find that food tax rates decrease the sale of food in border counties by a
large amounts (Tosun and Skidmore, 2007; Walsh and Jones, 1988). While these studies
do give some compelling evidence of strong border effects, any connection to causality is
difficult due to the lack of a comparison group as they only examine time series variation
in West Virginia. This paper improves on the previous work by both providing an analysis
7
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that aggregates case studies across all states with food tax differences and by examining the
effect of removing food from the tax base.

3

Conceptual Framework
Here I address the behavioral issues of why a change in the tax rate may cause different

responses than a change in the tax base. A natural starting point on why this distinction
matters is to start with Ramsey (1927) where one good is allowed to be untaxed (leisure).
In a world where all goods, including leisure, can be taxed a commodity tax is equivalent to
a lump sum tax and it is non-distortionary thus any change in the tax rate will not create
any excess burden. In the case where only one good is untaxed, then the optimal tax rate
depends on whether the good is a substitute or complement with leisure and the optimal
tax rate is uniform only if all goods are equally complementary with leisure and under the
assumption of zero cross price elasticities (Deaton, 1979). Thus highlighting that the removal
of a good in the inclusion of the tax base can have substantial effects on both consumers and
optimal tax policy.
Additionally, in the income tax literature the differences between tax rate and tax base
changes has received attention. In Kopczuk (2005), he finds evidence that changes in the
tax base are a major factor in determining the ETI highlighting that access to deductions,
or reductions in the tax base, allow income to be more responsive to tax rate changes
finding that deductions and taxable income are strong substitutes. Both Kopczuk (2005)
and Slemrod (1994) provide evidence suggesting base broadening through limiting deductions
can be an efficient alternative to raising taxes in a progressive tax system. In a similar
manner, goods or services exempt from the consumption tax base may be substitutes for
goods subject to taxation and by increasing the scope of the tax base, increases tax revenue
by both bringing that good into the tax base and through limiting shifting of consumption
outside the tax base.
In relation to income tax, a handful of studies have examined whether there are differential
responses between adding or removing income from the tax base and find a differential
response when income is untaxed. Waseem (2020) studies changes in the zero rating threshold
and Pakistan and finds large increases in reported income for those who are moved into the
zero threshold, which are measurably larger than reported income changes from those who
were shifted into different tax brackets. In Cassidy et al. (2021), they look at the effect of
the introduction of the income tax at the state level and find that introducing income taxes
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led to higher levels of out migration than equivalent rate changes when the income tax is
already in place.
Creating tax differentials across a selection of products creates heavy administrative
burdens in determining what is characterized as a taxed and untaxed good (Gillitzer et
al., 2017).In this context, the tax treatment of unprepared food versus food ready to eat
can lead to products in the same store, such as fried chicken being taxed differently if it is
served hot (taxed) or cold (often untaxed or at a reduced rate) often occupying a similar
physical location in store. Firms the have to properly identify and comply with regulations
determining which products are taxed and untaxed, which create administrative costs when
creating or introducing a new product. This can even lead to producers responding by
creating particular products that occupy characteristics of a tax good, but characteristically
fall into the untaxed space, called tax driven product innovation (Gillitzer et al., 2017).
Any changes in the tax base, either in including or excluding additional goods and services
leads to line drawing, where consumers and producers will try to move consumption and
production to the tax preferred side of the line.

4

Data
The data used in this paper comes from the Kilts Nielsen Retail Scanner data provided

by the Kilts Center at the University of Chicago. This data set contains weekly price and
quantity sold data on over 3,000,000 UPCs within 125 different product groups, across 35,000
major retailers located across the48 contiguous US states . This dataset is unique in that it
provides detailed geographic information such as three digit zip code and county identifiers
which are used to identify border areas. As the data is provided at the upc-product-weekstore level, I aggregate the data to the quarter-store level to reduce noise that may be present
in smaller time periods from weather, seasonality, or other unobservable changes and exclude
soft drinks, alcohol, and candy from the estimation. I use all the available observations from
2006-2017 to conduct my analysis.
I then use the US Census Bureau County Adjacency File to match retailers with their
own county and all adjacent contiguous counties. Next I keep one observation for each
unique state border that the retailer shares, so if the retailer is in a county that has a border
with two (or more) different states then each retailer in that county will have an observation
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for each state pair.9 With the sample constructed, I then use food tax rate data from the
Book of the States supplemented by state legislative acts to determine precisely when a tax
change is announced and when it becomes statutory law. Finally, in order to control for
economic conditions I bring in county level controls for personal income from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis, population from the American Community Survey, unemployment from
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and SNAP participation data from the Food and Nutrition
Service of the United States Department of Agriculture.
Summary statistics are provided in Table 1 and in Table 2. It is important to note
that the summary statistics are provided at the observation level, not the county or a more
aggregated level. This is important to keep in mind as larger counties have more retailers
represented in the dataset such as Cook County, Illinois or Fairfax County, Virginia. With
this said, overall retailers in border counties do not seem substantially different from the
population of retailers. There does seem to be some discrepancy between retailers that
border states that tax food and retailers in states that tax food. Once again this is likely
driven by a select high density, high population areas with several retailers than a general
trend. In order to better address the emphasis on food, I limit the sample to retailers that
would be standard places to purchase food which I define as retailers classified as either food
stores (ie Kroger, Safeway, Albertsons) or mass merchandisers (Target, Walmart, Meijer).
This is done to best limit the effect of food taxes on food and not on trips to smaller stores
where food ends up being bought as a secondary purchase, like one might expect from a drug
or convenience store. All retailers are included in additional specifications as a robustness
check and the results are larger in magnitude, but still consistently smaller than previous
studies.

5

Methodology
An ideal design for examining any tax effect, whether a rate reduction or a change

in the tax base would involve having a treatment and control group where retailers are
randomized to receive one tax rate or are required to collect taxes on a given product or
product type while the others receive a different tax rate or are not required to collect
taxes. Unfortunately, this scenario is unrealistic as governments can’t choose which stores
are required to collect and remit taxes. Instead we have to rely on geographic variation
9
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in the rate and measurable changes in the sales tax base. In the context of retailer level
sales and state tax variation, this is inherently difficult because prices, preferences, and
accessibility can vary significantly across states and across time. As a result, it would make
sense to use states that are likely to have similar characteristics as a way to create similar
comparison groups. Because states that share borders are likely to be similar, at least along
the border, they provide a transparent and plausible comparison group. The primary threat
to identification would be any unobserved time varying state level policies that directly effect
the sale of food in that state. Because local rates would not be exogenous to state, local, and
border conditions (Agrawal, 2015) they are excluded to limit the variation to only come from
the most exogenous source, which is state tax changes. There could also be concern that
some state borders are large, such as the Texas-Oklahoma border, and that the treatment
and comparison groups are too geographically dissimilar. However excluding the western
states with the longest borders does not drastically alter the results.

5.1

Border Pairs

State border pairs are defined by counties that share a border with a different state.
State border pairs allow me to use a similar geographic area with outcomes that should
only change by the variation in state level policies and not due to unobserved economic or
cultural differences. This is controlled for by the inclusion of border-pair by quarter fixed
effects. For example, a retailer in Yuma County, Arizona in January 2014 would have a
Arizona-California by quarter 1 2014 fixed effect. In the rare instance of a county having
two separate state borders, say Clark County, Nevada, the retailer is included in the sample
twice, once with a California-Nevada by quarter fixed effect and a Arizona-Nevada by quarter
fixed effect. This is in contrast to Dube et al. (2010), where they use county border pair
identification, where each county is matched to each border county in the other state. While
in the context of aggregate data this may be a reasonable approach to more closely match
labor markets, in the context of individualized data with state level variation, state border
pairs seem to be a reasonable approach.
The counties that have food tax differentials and are thus potentially included in the
sample are in figure 2. We can see that the middle and southern parts of the United States
are primarily where the variation comes from. It is also clear that in the Western United
States, counties are larger than in the eastern portion of the United States. This could mean
that in the west using a county with a state border is too loose to define as a border area
and may include retailers that are far from an untaxed or taxed border and may bias the
9

results downward. In order to show that these outliers are not a primary driver of results
I perform a robustness check without the westernmost states and the results are generally
unchanged.
The main advantage of the border pair analysis over a standard border panel design is the
ability to control for local economic conditions. Income, preferences, economic conditions,
and consumption patterns can vary across geographic areas. An important assumption in
the panel border design is that any unobservable changes in border areas across time are
homogeneous. This assumption would be plausible if food tax rates were distributed in a
less geographically concentrated manner. However food taxes are largely concentrated in
southern states and a few states in the west, suggesting that a specification that controls for
local economic activity may be more important. With the border pair method, it controls
for heterogeneous time effects across different regions but it also allows for potentially two
spillovers. The first of which is if taxes increase in region A, that drives cross border shopping
from region A to region B, generally this is called the amplification effect (Dube et al., 2010).
There is also the attenuation effect, where in response to a tax increase in A, stores in B
may raise prices to match the effective prices in region A. The importance of both effects will
be discussed further when the empirical model is introduced. However, controlling for local
conditions should be more beneficial than introducing both the amplification and attenuation
effect in this particular context.

5.2

Rate Identification

In order to identify the effects of changing the rate at which food is taxed on retailer
sales revenue I use the following equation:
′
ln(Yipt ) = βln(1 + τstf ) + Xct
γ + δi + δpt + εipt

(1)

Where ln(Yipt ) is the natural log of food sales in retailer i, in state border pair p and in
quarter t. This is calculated by taking the sum of all food products in a retailer excluding
soft drinks, alcohol, and candy

10

. The expression ln(1 + τstf ) is the log gross of tax price for

food in state s at time t, Xct is a vector of county controls for economic conditions such as
unemployment rate, personal income, snap participation rate, and population, δi are retailer
fixed effects, and δpt are border-pair by quarter fixed effects. The parameter of interest,
10
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β is the elasticity of retail sales with respect to the gross tax price. The key identifying
assumption to interpret the estimates as causal is that the difference in the tax rate are
unrelated to differences in residual sales at the retailer level. Given these are state level
decisions and for most states border areas do not represent a disproportionate share of the
population, this is a plausible assumption. A secondary but important assumption is that
prices in the state with the tax change do not disproportionately respond to the tax change.
In most similar specifications in the tax literature, some measures of prices are included
due to the incidence of the tax changing the pretax price or explicitly stated to be equivalent
without any meaningful justification. However recent research has suggested that local price
or demand shocks, much like the incidence response to state tax changes, are largely dampened by uniform pricing of large retailers (DellaVigna and Gentzkow, 2017; Goldin et al.,
2022). Because these results are found using identical data as the data used in this paper, it
seems unlikely that I would see a significant adjustment in price that would alter the results
in a meaningful way, thus making the attenuation effect discussed earlier a small problem.
The state pairs provide a further restriction that the prices would have to change in a geographically restricted area, which seems even less likely in the context of the DellaVigna and
Gentzkow (2017) paper.
Because prices are not likely to adjust significantly to grocery tax differentials, it is likely
that any distortion that exists in a border setting is likely to amplify results relative to the
interior of the state. This is because the only additional demand effect will be the relative
price change and any demand that changes to the number of crossborder shoppers. This is
in contrast to Dube et al. (2010), where the minimum wage legislation equalizes the price
of labor across the different jurisdictions, thus dampening the effect of minimum wages on
employment in border areas. However because large retailers are unlikely to adjust prices
across jurisdictions to equalize the net of tax price, these estimates should be thought of as
an upper bound on the elasticity of food with respect to the grocery tax rate. In addition,
taking the results from Devereux et al. (2007) for the revenue maximizing tax rate, the policy
relevant elasticity is the one that contains both the cross border effect and the demand effect,
which my estimates provide.
While the ability to flexibly control for local economic conditions and trends is an important advantage in the border pair strategy, it does cause some issues for the identification
of estimates. While cross border shopping is important for the policy relevant elasticity,
because border pairs will pick up the change in the state that changes its tax rate as well
as any decrease in the cross border state, then the effect of a change in the rate will be
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biased upwards from the contamination from the treatment state from cross border shopping. Whether this identification is preferred to more traditional methods depends upon
the importance of controlling for local economic conditions versus contamination from cross
border shopping.
In order to examine the dynamics of statutory changes in the food tax rate, I also
use a distributed lag model to estimate the dynamic impact using the same border pair
identification. This allows for variation to not only come from timing, but also from different
magnitudes. Following Fuest et al. (2018) and SuárezSerrato and Zidar (2016):
ln(Yipt ) − ln(Yipt−1 ) =

8
X

′
βj [ln(1 + τs,t−j ) − ln(1 + τs,t−j−1 )] + ∆Xct
γ + δi + δpt + εipt (2)

j=−8

The estimated coefficients βˆj are the effect of leads and lags of a change in the food tax
rate on quarterly retailer food sales. Starting from j = −8, the coefficient βj is added to
all previous coefficients

Pĵ

βj , where ĵ represents the current value of j, to construct the
P
cumulative effect at each period j. The interpretation of the βˆj up to that time period j
j=−8

are identical to event study estimates (Schmidheiny and Siegloch, 2020) where the leads are
analogous to the pre-trends test in an event study, while the lags can directly be interpreted
as the causal effect of the policy.

5.3

Base Change Identification

Besides measuring the response of changes in the rate of taxation, there is a unique
opportunity to see the effects of the removal of a part of the tax base. This empirical strategy
follows a Generalized Difference-in-Difference (GDiD) (Goodman-Bacon, 2021) framework
using the repeal of the food tax in South Carolina in November of 2007, and West Virginia
in July of 2013. I use South Carolina and West Virginia retailers in border counties as the
treatment group and all other states with food tax border differentials as the comparison
group. Specifically within South Carolina however, counties are allowed to set their own tax
bases, so in order to precisely estimate the effect of removal from the tax base, I only look
at counties that already chose not to include food in their local tax base. While there may
be concerns surrounding municipalities endogenously selecting their tax base in anticipation
of large scale reforms, these decisions were made primarily in the early 1990s far removed
from any food tax reform efforts.
It is important to note that in the standard two way fixed effects difference-in-difference
designs create biased estimates of the dynamic treatment effect due to contamination between
12

early adoption and late adoption groups into the control group. In my design, the identifying
variation comes from border pair variation, where stores are compared to stores on the other
side of the state border. Because West Virginia and South Carolina do not share a border,
this should not cause any contamination of the control group and the results can be directly
interpreted as causal. I estimate the following equation on a balanced panel of retailers:
ln(Yipt ) =

−2
X

πy Ds 1(t − Ts∗ = y) +

y=−6

10
X

′
ρy Ds 1(t − Ts∗ = y) + Xct
γ + δi + δpt + εipt

(3)

y=0

Where Ds is a dummy variable for whether the retailer is in a state s that repeals its food
tax and 1(t − Ts∗ = y) is an indicator which is equal to one for the retailer when the quarter
t is y quarters away from the event quarter T ∗ . For example, South Carolina repealed its
food tax in the fourth quarter of 2007. If a retailer is observed in the second quarter of 2008,
then the corresponding y value is 2, if it is observed in the 1st quarter of 2007, then the y
value is -3. The vector Xct is similar to the vector in equation 1, but also includes state
quarter fixed effects11 to correct for seasonality in the treatment effects. Because the period
of y = −1 is omitted, the π coefficients represent the evolution in sales before the taxation of
food is repealed in states that taxed food while the ρ coefficients will represent the differences
in quarterly food sales once food taxes are repealed. This identification is useful for a few
reasons, the first of which is that it provides suggestive evidence of the standard parallel
trends assumption as the π set provides the pre-repeal difference in outcomes between the
treatment and the control group. The second benefit is it allows us to see a dynamic view of
the treatment effect with the ρ coefficients versus an average effect over time with a standard
difference in difference approach. This can give us insights about how quickly individuals
and firms adopt to changes in the tax base.

6

Results

6.1

Rate Elasticities

The results of the regression specified in equation 1 are presented in table 3. The first
column shows the effects of food taxes when traditional estimation methods using border
counties which tax food and include individual and time fixed effects which I will refer to as
traditional panel methods. The elasticity here is close to -2.2, which can be interpreted as a
11

As in Alabama first quarter, not Alabama first quarter 2008.
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one percent increase in the gross tax price of food decreases food sales for the retailer by 2.2
percent. Columns 2-5 show the results using the state border pair identification method in
which each specification gradually includes more controls. Overall, I consistently find a sales
elasticity between -.9 and -1 for a point estimate, although the results are only marginally
significant. It is clear that without fully controlling for local areas, estimates of the effect of
food taxes can be misleading, as the estimates are roughly half of those without the border
specific time fixed effects. This is important to note because this should be thought of as
the upper bound on the effect of food taxes due to the amplification effect and suggests that
controlling for local conditions is important for properly identifying this elasticity. Even
under the assumption of zero cross border shopping, where the interior effect equals the
border effect, increases in the food tax rate would lead to large increases in revenue for the
state government. With even a small cross-border shopping effect, the revenue power of
unprepared food taxes is large.
Comparing these results to recent literature on “cross-border shopping” with the internet
(Einav et al., 2014) and with the lottery (Knight and Schiff, 2012) the results are significantly
smaller. Einav et al. (2014) finds that a one percentage point increase in the sales tax rate
increases online purchases by around two percent, while Knight and Schiff (2012) finds price
elasticities between 2.78 and 3.53. This is not unsurprising, as food is much less elastic than
internet sales or lottery tickets. There is also the issue of the cost of avoidance which is, or
was, very low with internet sales and lottery tickets can be purchased in large quantities with
relative ease, as gas stations and small retailers carry large selections of lottery tickets and
there are no significant capacity constraints for an individual. This is in sharp contrast with
food, where traveling long distances runs the risk of spoilage and food is more voluminous
and less valuable than lottery tickets or cigarettes. Importantly, comparing these results to
the broad price elasticity of food, they tend to be slightly larger than average, but well within
the range of other estimates, which are typically between .4-1.0 (Cornelsen et al., 2014).
In order to examine the dynamic effects of changes in the tax rate, I present the cumulative effects of equation 2 in figure3.12 Looking a the 8 leads of panel (a), we see some
signs of a worrying, negative pretrend when looking only at the effect of the statutory rate
on retail sales but when looking at the 8 lags, changes in the sales tax rate seem to have a
consistent negative effect. In order to better investigate the potential causes of the negative
pretrend before the new rate becomes the statutory rate, I modify the definition of the tax
rate to match the quarter when the legislation that changes the tax rate is signed by the
12

coefficient estimates can be found in table 6.
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governor instead of the quarter the rate becomes the legal rate. Because the timing of the
statutory tax change is predetermined, it should be largely uncorrelated with other drivers
of retail food sales, especially when seasonal effects are controlled for. Looking at panel
(b), there is a noisy, but generally flat pretrend in the 8 leads before the announcement
of the tax change followed by a gradual decline starting in period 0. This result is largely
consistent with related papers in the cigarette tax literature, that find sizable decreases in
cigarette consumption between when a tax is enacted and before it goes into effect (Gruber
and Köszegi, 2001; Rees-Jones and Rozema, 2020). Under the assumption that is no systematic relationship between the length between the announcement and retail food sales in
border areas, the cumulative effect from the announced rates can be interpreted as the causal
effect of changing the food tax rate. This highlights the importance of both the timing of
the enactment of tax changes, as well as the timing of the implementation of the tax change.
Ultimately the distributed lag model finds results in both specifications that are similar,
but not identical to estimates found in table 3 with an implied elasticity slightly larger in
magnitude than -1.0.

6.2

Robustness and Falsification Test

In order to test the validity of my empirical specification, I do a falsification test using
state border pairs where both states do not tax food and use the sales tax rate, denoted
ln(1 + τstg ), to estimate the effect on sales taxes on quarterly food sales, with the idea being
that food should be generally unaffected by an increase in an unrelated tax. This assumption
depends upon the cross price elasticity between unprepared food and all other goods in the
consumption tax base (Agrawal and Hoyt, 2018). This falsification test implicitly assumes
an aggregate zero cross price elasticity between other goods in the sales tax base and untaxed
food. It does not explicitly rule out “shopping” trips where individuals cross border shop
for preferential tax rates on goods and also purchase food at the same time. The results are
presented in table 4 and are noisy, but do not suggest that the sales tax rate is a determinant
of food sales for retailers. The columns in this table have identical specifications as their
corresponding column in table 3 to make direct comparisons with the estimates using food
tax rates. The purpose of this exercise shows that the results are not driven by underlying
differences in the tax structure, such as states with more emphasis on consumption taxes
consuming less than other states or that the results are primarily driven by bundling shopping
trips in lower tax states, because the food tax rate is often the same as the retail tax rate.
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I also provide a series of robustness checks to ensure that the results are not driven by
any notable geographic features or model selection on my part. Table 5 presents the results
of some important checks. The first concern is that states which have geographically large
counties might attenuate the results by including border areas that are distant from the
border. Column 1 addresses this by removing states that are traditionally thought of as
“western" states (Utah, Idaho, South Dakota, and their neighboring states) because states
in the west seem to have larger counties and less connected infrastructure, and longer driving
times between borders, as a whole. Column 2 is also has a similar rationale but I use a more
agnostic exclusion by removing any states west of the Mississippi River. This also reduces
several borders that have river crossings, which would limit the ability for consumers to cross
border shop by only having a few crossing points.
Overall, the results are largely similar in magnitude between columns 1 and 2 and the
specification in table 3 column 5, suggesting there is nothing systematically different about
western states’ geographic differences attenuating the results, although the results lose their
marginal significance. Columns 3 and 4 include all retailers available in the sample such
as gas stations or drug stores while the difference between the two is based on whether it
is estimated using equation 1 or if it is done using traditional panel methods with border
counties. While the magnitudes of the estimates are larger with the non traditional food
retailers included, the difference between the methodologies is fairly consistent. The state
border-pair by quarter fixed effects reduce the estimated elasticity by 1, once again suggesting
heterogeneous time effects or changing economic conditions are overstating results.
For column 5, I present estimates of equation 1 as if it were a balanced panel. This
inherently means that stores that opened more recently, store closures, and new entrants to
the panel will be excluded from the estimation. The results are again larger and significant
much like the inclusion of all retailer types, but the same pattern holds; elasticity estimates
one unit larger when the traditional panel methods are used instead of the specification in
equation 1. While overall the point estimates do seem to fluctuate some between specifications, the overall relationship is consistently smaller than what previous estimates would
suggest and continue to suggest a fairly limited response to grocery sales when the food tax
rate changes.

6.3

Eliminating Food Taxes

Using the generalized difference-in-difference specification in equation 3, I estimate the
effects of the removal of food taxes from the tax base. The plots of the coefficients are
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provided in Figure 4, where panel a represents the results if the tax rates are excluded while
panel b represents the inclusion of the tax rates in estimation. In panel (a), the pre-trends
occasionally have significant effects, but otherwise have no distinct pattern three quarters
before the repeal. Once the repeal occurs, there seems to be a fairly limited, but positive
effect initially. However roughly one year post reform, there seems to be a significant and
persistent increase in the sale of food at retailers in our main sample. When one looks at
panel (b) where the tax rate is included in the regression, the pretrend overall looks similar
previous specification but post reform there is no discernible effect of the removal of food
from the tax base beyond a rate reduction. Perhaps because the food taxes were gradually
phased out in order to smooth state shocks to sales tax revenue, as taxes on food constitutes
a substantial portion of sales tax revenue, consumers could respond differently than to a
sudden removal of food from the tax base. In Table 7 I show the difference-in-difference
point estimates for the removal of the food tax for Figure 4 and the following figures along
with the decomposition of the weights in the treatment and control group (Goodman-Bacon,
2021). While the coefficients are somewhat larger than the estimates in the dynamic model,
this could potentially be from time units far outside the event window. Importantly, the
weights show little influence from timing groups, suggesting that inference from both the
static and dynamic difference-in-difference should be very close to the true causal effect.
Because the removal of the food tax base can be heterogeneous between the two states
and to try to help reduce the noise in the coefficient estimates, I estimate the generalized
difference-in-difference separately for each state in figure 5. While it does seem to increase the
precision of the estimates, the point estimate of π and ρ for South Carolina vary extensively.
The pre period primarily consists of a sharp increase while the ρ estimates are almost zero
for the first 6 quarters, and then increase but without any meaningful significance, although
the point estimates are somewhat consistent In contrast, in West Virginia has no discernible
pre-trend, followed by a sharp increase in the first year and a subsequently larger increase in
the following year that seems to be fairly persistent. While the coefficient estimates are large,
they do seem to suggest that the retail sale of food did increase following the removal of the
tax base. This is especially convincing because the rate at which food was taxed in West
Virginia was 1% for the pre-period in this sample, which the rate change alone would not
suggest such a large response, suggesting that distortions in the tax base, and not only the
rate at which items are taxed, may create some additional behavioral responses. Perhaps the
difference between the two estimates lies in the time period in which these reforms took place
and specific institutional details surrounding local tax systems. As South Carolina repealed
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their food tax at the start of the Great Recession, while West Virginia repealed roughly 4
years after the end of the Great Recession. Additionally, municipalities in South Carolina
have more local control of tax systems, including being able to choose what is included in
the tax base and the maximum combined rate.13
In order to further examine how the removal of food from the tax base might affect the
sale of food, we examine the effect on all retailers in Figure 6. The effect seems to be about
the same size for all retailers than for for typical places where food is purchased, which given
the elasticities are almost double in equation 1 this is somewhat surprising. Additionally,
pre-trends are rather sporadic in this instance, which is why I view the food oriented retailers
as my primary results. When one looks at panel (b) it is then no surprise to see that once
the rate is controlled for, food sales are actually less than what would be expected from an
equivalent rate reduction, although the results are not significantly different from zero in
most periods. This figure gives further evidence that the removal of the food tax did not
systematically change food sales beyond their equivalent rate reduction in this sample.
Because a removal of a good from the tax base might make it more attractive to locate
in a given area through either higher demand or lower compliance costs of taxation, the lack
results could be primarily driven by new entrants into the area. In order to investigate this
further, I utilize SNAP retailer location data from the USDA Food and Nutrition Service,
which contains information on when retailers start and stop accepting SNAP payments. I
use this instead of the Nielsen Panel because firms that are first accepting SNAP are more
likely to reflect new firms versus new entrants to the panel, which could join for reasons
unrelated to market entry. I then aggregate counts to the county level and estimate a county
level version of equation 3. The results are presented in Figure 7. In panels both (a) and (b),
where (b) controls for the underlying food tax rate, there seems to be zero effect of removing
food from the tax base on the number of retailers in the county. This results suggests that
the estimates aren’t being systematically biased downwards from additional entrants to the
market.

7

Conclusion
Using retailer level sales data from Nielsen I find two primary results. First, estimates

of changes within the tax system by changing the rate at which food is taxed has relatively
small impacts on the sale of food at retailers. Using border-pair by quarter fixed effects
and examining traditional food retailers I estimate a gross tax elasticity between -.8 and -1
13

The maximum is 3 percent in South Carolina versus 1 percent in West Virginia.
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and are robust to a variety of exclusions in sign but there seems to be some differences in
levels and significance. Comparing these estimates to more traditional specifications that use
standard panel methods and border counties and with the broader literature on food taxes
the effects are substantially smaller. This suggests that a singular time effect does not fully
control for time variant characteristics at the regional level even with controls for economic
conditions. In addition, I estimate the dynamic effects of a change in the rate and find
results that are consistent with the border pair panel regression, but also find evidence of a
response when the rate is first announced, instead of when the rate becomes the statutory
rate.
Second, I find an inconclusive result on the effect of changes to the sales tax system
by exempting food from taxation. Using a GDiD identification, where retailers in border
counties of states that repeal a food tax are treated and the retailers in counties that border
those states are the controls, I find that the removal of the food tax appears to have a limited
effect, although there is evidence that the effect was more pronounced in West Virginia in
comparison to South Carolina. This contrasts somewhat with recent literature that examines
changes in the income tax to and away from zero, but the context here might lead to food
taxes being more salient due to preemptive reductions in the food tax rate and two separate
sales tax systems at the border where residents of border counties may be more aware of
rate differences.
Overall, it is important for policymakers to know the implications of the decisions to
make exemptions or special rates in the tax base. While almost all states are now collecting
sales tax revenue from internet sales from retailers without physical nexus, states should look
to include other forms of consumption in their retail sales tax that are currently excluded.
Increasing tax rates on a gradually narrowing tax base will be of limited value for state and
local governments to raise revenue. The future of the retail sales tax in in base broadening
measures, such as expanding the sales tax to the service sector and online services which
can provide an important new source of tax revenue, even with existing rates and structures
(Agrawal and Fox, 2021). While the food tax specifically has substantial equity concerns
associated with it, other base broadening measures are decidedly less controversial but will
likely still lead to large revenue gains. While this paper does not find inconclusive evidence
that the removal of a part of the tax base has a direct effect independent of the tax rate, it
does suggest that these tax differentials do create a real response and choosing to make these
exemptions, no matter how well intentioned the reasoning, have real revenue consequences.
It is important to consider how best to optimize the tax base and redistribution methods
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to address important policy concerns, such as efficiency and fairness, and to do so in a way
that minimizes distortions in the tax base.
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Figures
Figure 1: State Food Tax Rates
(a) 2006
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This figure shows the evolution of food tax rates over time from 2006 to 2017. White areas represent
states that do not have a food tax while the different shades of red represent the rate at which food
is taxed in those states.
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Figure 2: Potential Coverage Area

Map is of all counties that have a food tax rate differential. Potential because Kilts Nielsen Retail
Scanner Dataset does not have complete coverage in all counties. I am prohibited from releasing
the covered counties to protect the identity of retailers.
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Figure 3: Results from Distributed Lag Model
(a) Statutory Rates

(b) Announced Rates

Both plots represent distributed lag model estimates and 95 percent confidence intervals from 2
including the controls found in 3 column 5. The effects for each quarter are a sum of the previous
quarter to present a cumulative effect of a tax change. panel 3a is the model estimated using the
actual food tax rate in a given quarter, while 3b uses the date in which the tax change was signed
into law by the governor of each state. Both figures use a full set of individual, border-pair by
quarter-year, and state by quarter fixed effects plus controls. Standard errors are clustered two
ways by the state and neighboring state following Dube et al. (2010).
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Figure 4: Generalized Difference-in-Difference Results
(a) Tax Rate Excluded

(b) Tax Rate Included

Figures show the results of equation 3 on a balanced panel for retailers that primarily sell food.
The treatment group is border retailers in South Carolina and West Virginia where the food tax
was repealed. The comparison group is all other states with a food tax differential at the border.
Both figures include a full set of individual, border-pair by quarter-year, and state by quarter fixed
effects plus controls. Standard errors are clustered at the state specific border-pair level. The blue
dashed lines represent 95 percent confidence intervals while the blue connected line represents the
difference-in-difference estimator for the repeal of food taxes.
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Figure 5: Generalized Difference-in-Difference Results: Separated by State
(a) West Virginia

(b) South Carolina

Figures show the results of equation 3 on a balanced panel for retailers that primarily sell food.
This figure separately estimates figure 4 by state. The treatment group is border retailers in South
Carolina and West Virginia where the food tax was repealed. The comparison group is all other
states with a food tax differential at the border. Both figures include a full set of individual, borderpair by quarter, and state by quarter fixed effects plus controls. Standard errors are clustered at
the state specific border-pair level. The blue dashed lines represent 95 percent confidence intervals
while the blue connected line represents the difference-in-difference estimator for the repeal of food
taxes.
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Figure 6: Generalized Difference-in-Difference Results: All Retailers Included
(a) Tax Rate Excluded

(b) Tax Rate Included

Figures show the results of equation 3 on a balanced panel for all retailers. The treatment group
is border retailers in South Carolina and West Virginia where the food tax was repealed. The
comparison group is all other states with a food tax differential at the border. Both figures include
a full set of individual, border-pair by quarter, and state by quarter fixed effects plus controls.
Standard errors are clustered at the state specific border-pair level. The blue dashed lines represent
95 percent confidence intervals while the blue connected line represents the difference-in-difference
estimator for the repeal of food taxes.
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Figure 7: Effect of Food Tax Repeal on Firm Entry
(a) Tax Rate Excluded

(b) Tax Rate Included

Figures show the results of equation 3 on county level retailer counts from the SNAP Retailer
Database provided by FNS. The treatment group is border retailers in South Carolina and West
Virginia where the food tax was repealed. The comparison group is all other states with a food
tax differential at the border. Both figures include a full set of county, border-pair by quarter, and
state by quarter fixed effects plus controls. Standard errors are clustered two ways at the state and
border state level. The blue dashed lines represent 95 percent confidence intervals while the blue
connected line represents the difference-in-difference estimator for the repeal of food taxes.
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Tables
Table 1: Summary Statistics by Retailer-Pair-Year-Quarter: All Retailers

Mean
State Tax Characteristics
Food Tax Rate
Sales Tax Rate
Retailer Sales
Quarterly Sales
County Economic Characterstics
Personal Income
Population
SNAP Recipients
Unemployment Rate
Observations

All Retailers
Std.Dev.
Median

Retailers in
Border Counties
Mean
Std.Dev.
Median

0.01
0.05

0.02
0.02

0.00
0.06

0.01
0.05

0.02
0.02

0.00
0.06

896970.61

1517252.64

86157.10

920337.30

1580896.17

89237.60

43655.32
14672.85
914179.54 1516057.67
120077.71 209976.52
0.07
0.03

40852.00 44933.25
399206.00 879879.51
38685.00 127526.09
0.06
0.07

2283974

16237.22
41981.00
1293046.68 415957.00
226910.08 38324.00
0.03
0.06

777415

Unweighted summary statistics are at the observation level

Table 2: Summary Statistics by Retailer-Pair-Year-Quarter: Sample Retailers

Retailers That Share Border
with Food Tax States
Mean
Std.Dev.
Median
State Tax Characteristics
Food Tax Rate
Sales Tax Rate
Retailer Sales
Quarterly Sales
County Economic Characterstics
Personal Income
Population
SNAP Recipients
Unemployment Rate
Observations

Retailers in Food Tax States
Mean
Std.Dev.
Median

0.01
0.05

0.02
0.01

0.00
0.06

0.03
0.06

0.02
0.01

0.02
0.06

758218.93

1251533.34

79994.72

856989.10

1383275.76

100350.33

39203.87
322194.61
52541.03
0.07

11299.07
346096.86
68695.92
0.03

36991.00
159597.00
19534.00
0.07

43280.91
1464679.74
237583.89
0.07

12285.08
42222.00
2066051.56 345739.00
360836.10 32253.00
0.03
0.06

176015

225595

Unweighted summary statistics are at the observation level
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Table 3: Marginal Effect of a Change in the Food Tax

ln(1 +

τstf )

Border Pair by Time Fixed Effects
Population & Income Controls
SNAP & Unemployment Controls
State by Quarter Fixed Effects
Observations

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

-2.62∗∗
(1.21)

-1.00∗∗
(0.42)

-0.81∗
(0.462)

-0.80∗
(0.46)

-0.88∗
(0.44)

N
Y
Y
N

Y
N
N
N

Y
Y
N
N

Y
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
Y

129,113

230,816

230,760

215,063

215,063

Standard errors are clustered at the state specific pair level. A full set of retailer and quarter-year fixed
effects are included. Column 1 is the standard panel fixed effects analysis done on border regions while
columns 2-5 include border pair by year-quarter fixed effects. ∗ p < 0.10,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 4: Falsification Test: Effect of Sales Tax on Food Sales

ln(1 +

τstg )

Border Pair by Time Fixed Effects
Population & Income Controls
SNAP & Unemployment Controls
State by Quarter Fixed Effects
Observations

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

-1.76
(1.45)

0.75
(1.62)

0.98
(1.60)

1.31
(1.47)

1.31
(1.47)

N
Y
Y
N

Y
N
N
N

Y
Y
N
N

Y
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
Y

309,342

252,443

252,443

234,672

234,672

Standard errors are clustered at the state specific pair level. A full set of retailer and quarter-year fixed effects are included. This analysis looks at the effect of the general sales tax on the sale of food for states that
do not tax food. Column 1 is the standard panel fixed effects analysis done on border regions while columns
2-5 include border pair by year-quarter fixed effects. ∗ p < 0.10,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 5: Robustness of Results

ln(1 + τstf )
Border Pair by Quarter Fixed Effects
No “Western" States
No States West of Mississippi
All Retailers Included
Balanced Panel
Observations

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

-0.73
(0.48)

-0.75
(0.49)

-3.17∗∗∗
(0.91)

-1.62∗∗∗
(0.24)

-1.95∗∗∗
(0.52)

Y
Y
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
N
N

N
N
N
Y
N

Y
N
N
Y
N

Y
N
N
N
Y

195,310

185,841

208,146

329,413

113,140

Standard errors are clustered at the state specific pair level. A full set of retailer and quarter-year fixed effects
are included along with controls for personal income, population, snap participation rate, and unemployment
rate. ∗ p < 0.10,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 6: Distributed lag Model Coefficient Estimates
(1)
Statutory Rate

(2)
Announced Rate

F8

0.227
(0.375)

-0.066
(0.448)

F7

0.136
(0.284)
-0.379
(0.250)
-0.037
(0.313)
-0.092
(0.414)
0.146
(0.316)
-0.340
(0.366)
-0.239
(0.240)
0.152
(0.386)
-0.595∗∗∗
(0.186)
-0.301
(0.221)
-0.060
(0.110)
0.014
(0.166)
-0.222
(0.147)
-0.041
(0.107)
0.241∗∗
(0.112)
0.088
(0.142)

0.717∗∗∗
(0.239)
-0.135
(0.263)
-0.722∗∗
(0.318)
-0.080
(0.293)
0.432
(0.437)
0.323
(0.269)
-0.572∗∗
(0.260)
-0.378
(0.232)
-0.285
(0.242)
-0.015
(0.120)
-0.326∗
(0.167)
-0.217∗∗
(0.107)
0.026
(0.056)
-0.046
(0.105)
-0.039
(0.156)
-0.190∗∗∗
(0.057)

129,666

129,666

F6
F5
F4
F3
F2
F1
L0
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
Observations

This table shows the coefficient estimates from the distributed
lag model in equation 2. Column 1 presents the results from
the regression on the statutory rates while Column 2 present
the results using the announced rates. Standard errors are clustered two ways at the state and neighboring state level following
Dube et al. (2010). ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 7: The Effect of Food Tax Repeal: Difference and Difference Coefficients

treat × post
ln(1 + τstf )

(1)
Baseline
No Taxes

(2)
Baseline
With Taxes

(3)
All Retailers
No Taxes

(4)
All Retailers
With Taxes

0.083∗∗∗
(0.015)

0.030
(0.023)

0.087∗∗∗
(0.016)

-0.002
(.021)

–

-1.629 ∗∗
(0.713)

–

-2.713∗∗∗
(.642)

.971
.025
.004

.704
.028
.268

.970
.026
.004

.711
.030
.260

Bacon Decomposition
Never Treated
Timing Groups
Within

This table shows the results estimating equation (3). Column 1 is the results of the baseline sample
figure 4 panel (a). Column 2 is also the baseline figure, but includes the sales tax rate, which corresponds to figure 4 panel (b). Column 3 shows the effect on all retailers which is equivalent to figure 6
panel a and column 4 corresponds to panel (b). The weights that drive the treatment effect for a standard panel design are presented in the Bacon Decomposition section, with Never Treated referring to
the weight on never treated units, Timing Groups referring to the weight in differences in timing, and
Within coming from differences in the controls, including the tax rate (Goodman-Bacon, 2021). Standard errors are clustered at the state and neighboring state level. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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